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Chapter 2441 

"It's Su Zimo."Lin Luo said.Hearing this name, Lin Zhan and Fairy Ling Long looked at each other with 

strange expressions.The two of them naturally knew who Su Zimo was, but they never thought that this 

matter would be related to Su Zimo.Lin Luo told them everything that had happened in the Three Pure 

Jade Book mystic realm.Lin Luo said, "If not for Su Zimo's help, I wouldn't have been able to get the Nine 

Transformation Yang Pill. This Worriless Fruit was also given to me by him."Fairy Ling Long said, "I didn't 

expect this child to have already entered the Heaven and Earth Academy. His cultivation level is also not 

bad, and he even has a treasure like the Worriless Fruit.""Yes."Lin Zhan also looked relieved. "It seems 

like he has already gained a foothold in the Upper World.""Hmph!"Lin Lei snorted softly and mumbled, 

"I think that person is very normal. He most likely has other motives for helping my sister."Lin Zhan 

looked at him and said, "If you want to say something, say it openly and openly. What's the point of 

talking behind someone's back?"Lin Lei said, "Ask Lin Luo yourself. What's her relationship with that 

kid? Anyway, I feel that that person is not worthy of my sister! "Lin Lei and Fairy Ling Long understood 

what Lin Luo was implying. The two of them looked at Lin Luo at the same time.Could it be that their 

daughter and Su Zimo really have a...Lin Luo was confused. She looked at Lin Lei and asked, "Brother, 

what are you talking about? Daoist Su and I met by chance, and she helped me before. What 

relationship do we have? ""Didn't you say that he's your cultivation partner?"Lin Lei hurriedly said.Lin 

Luo rolled her eyes and said helplessly, "At that time, Song Xuan forced me to marry his younger 

brother. I just said it casually. My silly brother, did you really take it seriously?"Lin Lei's face turned red. 

He coughed lightly and said, "You're not interested in him. That's right. But the way that brat looked at 

you, there must be something wrong …"When Fairy Linglong heard that, she knew that there was a 

misunderstanding.But soon, she frowned and suddenly asked, "Luo 'er, you said that Song Xuan forced 

you to get married. What's going on?"At the mention of this, Lin Lei and Lin Luo looked at each other.In 

their minds, the image of the silver-masked purple-robed man standing in the sky above Lang Feng City 

appeared at the same time. His demonic flames overflowed into the sky, and he was unparalleled in the 

world! 

 

A trace of fear flashed across their eyes.Lin Luo took a deep breath and described what happened after 

she and Su Zimo left the Jade Clear Jade Book and went to Lang Feng City.When she heard that the two 

were under house arrest, Fairy Linglong guessed that the other party must be plotting for the Lin family 

and the Sengoku Kingdom!Since that was the case, the Jade Heaven Immortal Region must have 

planned carefully. Why would they let the two children come back?Lin Luo continued. When she talked 

about how Lin Lei was attacked by Song Xuan and was hit by the Jade Broken Palm, Fairy Linglong's 

expression turned serious.This situation should be the worst-case scenario that she had 

deduced.Logically speaking, it was impossible for the two of them to escape Lang Feng City. But later, 

something seemed to have happened.Lin Luo suddenly paused and looked at Lin Lei, who was not far 

away.Lin Lei took a deep breath and said, "At this time, a person came into the main hall and changed 

the whole situation! This person came from the Demon Realm, a powerful demon who rose in recent 

years, the Patriarch of the Heaven Barren Sect — Araki Takeshi! ""Hmm?"Hearing this, Lin Zhan and 

Fairy Linglong were slightly surprised. Their expressions were a little strange.Lin Zhan had come to the 

Lower Domain before, so he naturally knew about Araki Takeshi's Dao and imparting martial arts to the 

people.He also knew that Araki Takeshi was Su Zimo's Dao name.Fairy Linglong was also very clear about 



this matter.Lin Lei saw the strange expressions on Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong's faces and asked 

subconsciously, "Father, Mother, have you heard of this person? Did he establish the Heaven Barren 

Sect have anything to do with the Heaven Barren Continent? ""Hmm …"Fairy Linglong replied 

ambiguously and said, "Continue."Lin Lei then told them about Araki Takeshi's battle with the five 

Immortal City Lords and thousands of Perfected Immortal experts.Lin Lei said, "It's strange. This Araki 

Takeshi is cruel and ruthless, but every time he attacks, he seems to deliberately avoid my sister and me 

…"Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong looked at each other.The two of them thought to themselves, "Araki 

Takeshi is Su Zimo. He knows your identities, so why would he hurt you?" 

 

Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong realized that Araki Takeshi's identity seemed to be a secret in the Upper 

Domain.And according to Lin Lei's description, Su Zimo and Araki Takeshi had no connection at all. The 

two of them did not expose this matter and kept it a secret."I didn't expect this Araki Takeshi to have 

grown to such a level."Fairy Linglong sighed emotionally.Lin Zhan also nodded and sighed.When Lin 

Zhan went to the Lower Domain and saved the human race, Fairy Linglong had also saved Su Zimo, who 

was ascending.Back then, the two of them did not expect that the good deed they had done would be 

repaid in such a way today.This was because Araki Takeshi and Lin Lei had returned unscathed.And Lin 

Zhan had obtained the Nine Revolutions Yang Restoration Pill and the Fretless Fruit.Lin Zhan said, "It's 

only been a few thousand years. I really can't imagine what kind of cultivation level he will reach in the 

future."Only Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong knew that Su Zimo had ascended less than 10,000 years 

ago!Fairy Linglong looked at Lin Lei and smiled. "Lei 'er, you're usually arrogant and look down on the 

Perfected Immortals. Now that you've met Araki Takeshi, you know the difference between us."Lin Lei 

was silent for a while before saying, "I'm indeed no match for him. He's the strongest opponent I've met 

since I started cultivating! ""However, although his battle prowess is strong, his methods are too cruel. 

He's not the righteous path. Otherwise, I really want to get to know him. ""How is he cruel?"Lin Luo 

suddenly said, "Didn't you realize that those who died in his hands were all Perfected Immortals who ate 

the Blood Peach?" “Even in the last Hellfire, there were many Perfected Immortals who were not 

affected by it. I noticed that these Perfected Immortals did not touch the Blood Peach. "Lin Lei's heart 

shook, and he said, "In that case, those people deserved to die."At that moment, Lin Zhan suddenly 

asked, "Since the two of you came here, what about Araki Takeshi? You left Araki Takeshi in Lang Feng 

City? "Lin Lei felt guilty and did not dare to raise his head."Speak!"Lin Zhan's face was filled with anger 

as he shouted.Lin Lei hurriedly knelt on the ground and explained, "Father, please calm down. I'm just 

worried. Araki Takeshi killed so many people. The Jade Firmament Celestial Region will definitely not let 

him off." 

 

"If I bring Araki Takeshi back, he will bring disaster to our Lin family and the Battle Kingdom!"Lin Zhan's 

anger did not diminish. "So, he saved your lives. Is this how you treat your savior?" 

Chapter 2442 

Lin Lei also felt wronged. "Father, Araki Takeshi went to the Jade Cloud Celestial Realm because of one 

of his disciples. It was just a coincidence that he saved us …""You're still trying to deny it!"Lin Zhan's face 

darkened. He suddenly reached out and pulled out the halberd in front of his bed!This action shocked 

Lin Lei and Lin Luo.Even Fairy Ling Long was shocked. She quickly stepped in front of Lin Lei and scolded, 

"Lei 'er, admit your mistake!""Even if Araki Takeshi didn't come to save you and your sister, you 

shouldn't have left him there alone. Since I gave you the Teleportation Jade Talisman, you could have 



brought him back with you."Lin Lei saw that his father was really angry. He was afraid that his father's 

injuries would be affected because of his anger, so he quickly said, "Father, I know my mistake. Don't be 

angry."Fairy Ling Long also comforted him. "Don't be anxious. After all, we don't know if Araki Takeshi is 

still alive. There might still be hope." “"What hope can there be?"Lin Lei was still angry. He pointed at Lin 

Lei and said, "He also said that the Jade Cloud Celestial Realm's Celestial King had already sensed it. 

When the Celestial King arrives, Araki Takeshi is just a Perfected Immortal. How can he survive?"Even if 

Araki Takeshi has a treasure like the Teleportation Jade Talisman, with the presence of the Celestial 

King, he won't have the chance to use it!"Everyone fell silent. They knew that Lin Zhan was right.Lin Luo 

reached out and stroked Lin Zhan's back. She carefully comforted him. "Father, perhaps Araki Takeshi is 

blessed by the heavens and can survive."Fairy Ling Long's heart skipped a beat. "I thought of something. 

Araki Takeshi's appearance should be the variable in my deduction. Even my Sixth Ninth Divine Lesson 

was unable to deduce his existence. There must be something extraordinary about him. "With that 

thought in mind, Fairy Linglong took out a Message Talisman from her storage pouch and said in a deep 

voice, "Go and investigate Araki Takeshi's whereabouts in Lang Feng City of the Jade Heaven Celestial 

Realm.  to me immediately if you find anything."For an Immortal Empire like the Warring States Period, 

there would always be a group of cultivators who specialized in collecting information from various 

places.Fairy Linglong looked at Lin Zhan with some resentment. She sent a voice transmission to Lin 

Zhan using her divine senses. "Lei 'er was just worried about you. In a moment of desperation, he made 

a mistake. Why do you have to be so angry?"Lin Zhan snorted coldly and said, "They saved him, but he 

didn't feel grateful at all. Instead, he ran back alone. If Araki Takeshi was buried in Lang Feng City, it 

would be equivalent to Lei 'er indirectly harming him. If such a huge mistake was made, even if I … " 

"Even if what?"Fairy Linglong interrupted, "Are you really going to pay with your life by killing Lei 

'er? Not to mention that there is still no news of Araki Takeshi. Even if Araki Takeshi died, it wouldn't be 

so bad. "Lin Zhan was speechless.After a while, Fairy Linglong sent a voice transmission again. She was a 

little confused. "I remember that when Su Zimo ascended, he had two true bodies. “"However, one of 

the true bodies with the Dragon Phoenix bloodline was destroyed by the Cloud Underworld King. Only 

the Creation Qinglian body was spared. What is going on with this Araki Takeshi?"Lin Zhan frowned and 

said, "I'm not sure either. From the looks of it, this Araki Takeshi seems to be much more powerful than 

Su Zimo's Creation Qinglian body. "Fairy Linglong said, "Yes, now he is the Patriarch of the Heaven 

Barren Sect in the Demon Region. Even Feng Cantian is under his command."At the mention of Feng 

Cantian, Lin Zhan's expression softened. He revealed a smile and said, "I didn't expect Brother Feng to 

not die. Instead, he was imprisoned in the Great Jin Celestial Nation. Now that he has escaped, he can 

enter the Grotto-Heaven Realm in the Demon Region and become an Immortal King!"Speaking of this, 

Lin Zhan sighed softly and said, "We haven't seen him for a long time. It's a pity that my injuries haven't 

healed, and I can't leave.""After so many years, I'm afraid only the three of us are left of those old 

friends of Heaven Barren Sect who ascended."Fairy Linglong comforted him. "Fortunately, there are still 

rising stars like Su Zimo in Heaven Barren Sect. Perhaps they can do what we have yet to do.""I hope 

so."Lin Zhan replied.Suddenly, Lin Zhan seemed to have thought of something. A cold glint flashed past 

his eyes. He sent a voice transmission and asked, "That's right. Why was it so coincidental that King Yun 

You appeared and tried to kill Su Zimo when he was ascending?""The Cloud Underworld King definitely 

doesn't have this ability."Fairy Linglong said in a low voice, "There should be an expert guiding him from 

behind. He used a supreme secret technique to deduce the heavenly secrets and calculated the time 

and place of Su Zimo's ascension. Then, he killed him."Even I can't do it so accurately. I can only deduce 

that Su Zimo would face this tribulation. That's why I went later." 



Lin Zhan asked directly, "Who in the Heaven Domain can do it? “"This person might not be from the 

Heaven Domain."Fairy Linglong said, "The 3,000 Upper Worlds are vast and boundless. There are 

countless strange people. There are many people who can do this. As for the Heaven Domain, from 

what I know, there is indeed one person who can do this. However … ""However what?"Lin Zhan 

asked.Fairy Linglong said, "Back then, there was another person besides the Cloud Underworld King who 

tried to kill Su Zimo. This person looks unfamiliar. He's not the person from the Heaven Domain that I 

Just Now mentioned. ""Could it be that he used some kind of secret technique to change his 

appearance?"Lin Zhan asked.Fairy Linglong shook her head and said, "No, our cultivation levels are 

about the same. If he used such a secret technique, I would be able to sense it."Lin Zhan said in a low 

voice, "If that's the case, the person beside the Cloud Underworld King should be from outside the 

Heaven Domain."Fairy Linglong was deep in thought. A hint of worry flashed past her eyes. She said, 

"What I'm worried about now is another situation.""What do you mean?"Lin Zhan's expression changed. 

He could tell that Fairy Linglong seemed to be implying something.Fairy Linglong was about to explain 

when a shout came from outside the main hall. The voice was anxious and trembling. It seemed that 

something big had happened. It was extremely shocked!" —""There's news from the Jade Firmament 

Celestial Region!"The few people in the bedroom were energized.Fairy Linglong, Lin Lei, and Lin Luo all 

stood up. They looked a little nervous.Lin Lei was even more uneasy.He knew that Araki Takeshi was 

most likely dead.Once this news spread, he would definitely be severely punished by his father!In the 

blink of an eye, a guard rushed into the main hall. He was panting as he bowed to Lin Zhan and the 

others."There's no need to be so polite. How is Araki Takeshi?"Fairy Linglong asked directly.The guard 

said, "Araki Takeshi has already left Lang Feng City!""What?"Lin Lei was shocked. He asked in disbelief, 

"He left alive?" 

The guard nodded and said, "It's said that when a Celestial King descended, Araki Takeshi withstood the 

Celestial King's attack and killed the City Lord of Lang Feng City, Song Xuan, right under the Celestial 

King's nose!"Hiss!Lin Lei and Lin Luo were shocked. They gasped.The guard continued, "After that, more 

than ten Celestial Kings descended. Araki Takeshi took out the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron, broke 

through the void, and entered a space tunnel to leave the Jade Firmament Celestial Region."The siblings, 

Lin Lei and Lin Luo, were dumbfounded as they listened to him.Araki Takeshi withstood the Celestial 

King's attack and killed Song Xuan right under the Celestial King's nose?Then, Araki Takeshi … escaped 

under the gaze of more than ten Celestial Kings?After the two of them left, such a thing actually 

happened? 

Chapter 2443 

Even Lin Zhan and Fairy Ling Long were pleasantly surprised, let alone Lin Lei and his sister. They 

couldn't believe it.However, the two of them were experienced and knowledgeable. When they thought 

of the various strange things that Araki Takeshi had revealed, they could still maintain their calm.Lin Lei's 

face was full of shock and doubt. His mind was a little chaotic from the impact of this news, and he 

couldn't react for a moment.He tried his best to organize his thoughts and asked, "No, wait a moment. 

That Araki Takeshi is just a Perfected Immortal. How could he break through the void and escape Lang 

Feng City?"Fairy Ling Long said, "If Araki Takeshi has the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron, he should already 

be in control of the Avici Hell. He should be able to establish a passage with the Avici Hell and return 

there at any time.""Isn't the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron in …"Lin Zhan had heard Fairy Ling Long 

mention before that Su Zimo had escaped after ascending because he was hiding in the Prison-

Suppressing Cauldron.However, before he finished speaking, he remembered that Su Zimo and Araki 



Takeshi were the same person.It was not surprising that the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron was in Araki 

Takeshi's hands.Lin Lei still felt confused and couldn't understand. He asked, "No, those Immortal Kings 

descended and just watched Araki Takeshi leave Lang Feng City without doing anything?""Yes, yes."That 

guard hurriedly nodded and said, "One of the Immortal Kings was furious and directly chased after him, 

and then …"At this point, the guard suddenly swallowed his saliva, as if there was a lingering fear in his 

heart."Then what?"Lin Lei asked impatiently.The guard said, "Then, not long after, that Immortal King 

died.""Uh …"Lin Lei and Lin Luo were dumbfounded. Their jaws almost fell to the ground.Immortal 

Kings, who were close to the peak in the Upper Realm, actually … died?And they died without knowing 

why!Lin Lei subconsciously looked at Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong with a confused expression.When Fairy 

Linglong heard the news and learned that Araki Takeshi was fine, she also relaxed. She smiled and 

explained, "Araki Takeshi broke through the void and returned to the Ceaseless Pain Hell. The Immortal 

King also followed him.""How dangerous is the Avici Hell? Even Imperial Emperors can't make it out 

alive! ""Araki Takeshi has the protection of the Prison Suppressing Cauldron, so naturally he's not in any 

danger. Isn't that the same as sending an Immortal King to his death?" 

 

"I see."Lin Lei suddenly understood.The guard grinned and said, "I've heard that the Jade Heaven 

Celestial Region suffered a great loss. Half of their True Immortal Cultivators died. The leaders of the five 

great celestial cities are all dead. They won't be able to compete for the True Immortal List of the 

Continent of the Nine Clouds."Lin Zhan smiled and praised, "He turned the Jade Heaven Celestial Region 

upside down by himself and severely injured the True Immortal World. It won't be able to recover for 

tens of thousands of years. He's really powerful!""Araki Takeshi will definitely become famous in the 

Heaven World and shock the Continent of the Nine Clouds!"Fairy Linglong smiled and said, "Actually, 

Araki Takeshi's name has already spread throughout the Heaven World a thousand years ago.""He 

passed the tenth Heavenly Tribulation, destroyed millions of demons, and killed the Supreme True 

Demon. These are enough to make him famous. It's just that almost nobody believes these rumors. 

""Countless cultivators witnessed this battle. Araki Takeshi wreaked havoc in Lang Feng City, killed 

thousands of True Immortals, killed the leaders of the five great celestial cities, killed the Immortal King, 

and escaped unscathed!""From today onwards, I'm afraid no one in the world will dare to 

underestimate him."Lin Lei saw that his father and mother admired Araki Takeshi very much and were 

not stingy with their praise. He couldn't help but feel a little jealous.He did admire Araki Takeshi's 

methods, but since he was young, he was also extremely outstanding among his peers. However, his 

parents had never praised him like this.Moreover, Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong were right in front of him. 

They praised Araki Takeshi like this, which made him feel even more uncomfortable.Lin Lei said, "Araki 

Takeshi's combat power is indeed strong, but he's a little reckless. He only cares about being hot-

blooded and happy, but he doesn't know how to look at the big picture.""He broke into Lang Feng City 

this time. Although he killed happily and became famous, he also completely became enemies with the 

Jade Heaven Celestial Region.""I'm sure that the Jade Heaven Celestial Region will definitely make a big 

move and take revenge on Araki Takeshi and the Heaven Barren Sect behind him!""Araki Takeshi has the 

Prison Suppressing Cauldron and can hide in the Avici Hell at any time, but what about the Heaven 

Barren Sect? His actions will bring a disaster to the Heaven Wasteland Sect! "Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong 

looked at each other and nodded secretly.Lin Lei's words were not without reason.Unexpectedly, the 

guard waved his hand and said, "No, it's said that the Immortal Kings of the Jade Heaven Celestial 

Region have decided to take the long term." 

 



"Huh?"Lin Lei's eyes widened and asked, "How is that possible? Thousands of Perfected Immortals, five 

Immortal City Lords, and one Immortal King. With such a huge loss and deep hatred, the Jade Heaven 

Celestial Region decided to just let it go? "The guard replied, "We didn't find out the exact reason, but I 

heard that it has something to do with a mask.""The Jade Heaven Celestial Region did not take any 

revenge, but only rebuilt Lang Feng City. Those Immortal Kings also returned and never appeared 

again.""Mask?"Lin Lei looked confused and subconsciously looked at Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong.He felt 

that in the past hour, his knowledge had been constantly challenged, and he could no longer think 

clearly.The Jade Heaven Celestial Region's reaction was also beyond Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong's 

expectations."Mask, mask …"Fairy Linglong murmured softly, "What mask could make the Immortal 

Kings of the Jade Heaven Celestial Region so afraid? Could it be …"She suddenly thought of a 

possibility.At the same time, Lin Zhan seemed to have understood something and nodded at Fairy 

Linglong, saying, "It should be. I'm afraid only that mask could have such a great deterrent force."Fairy 

Linglong suddenly smiled and said, "I didn't expect that Araki Takeshi would have so many secrets. I 

wonder what his relationship with that person is."Lin Zhan laughed and said, "The Jade Heaven Celestial 

Region has suffered a loss and can only endure it."Lin Luo listened attentively at the side and did not say 

a word. She only reacted now and could not help but clap her hands and praise, "This Araki Takeshi is so 

powerful!"Among those of the same age, she had admired Lin Lei the most since she was young.But 

now, she suddenly realized that compared to this Araki Takeshi of the Demon Realm, her brother was 

much inferior.Lin Luo smiled and patted Lin Lei's shoulder. She teased, "Brother, compared to him, 

you're so weak!"Lin Lei was dejected, and suddenly, he was stabbed in the back by his sister. His blood 

rushed to his heart, and he almost fainted.Lin Lei pulled a long face and said unhappily, "Your taste is 

not good either. The Su Zimo you like is far inferior to this Araki Takeshi!""Who likes him!"Lin Luo 

argued.Lin Lei pursed his lips and continued, "Let's not talk about Araki Takeshi. That weak scholar is 

thousands of miles away from your brother!" 

 

Lin Luo quickly ran to Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong and complained coquettishly, "Father, Mother, look at 

him. He's bullying me again!"Lin Zhan and Fairy Linglong looked at each other.Lin Zhan sneered and 

glared at Lin Lei.Fairy Linglong shook her head slightly and said meaningfully, "Lei 'er, don't look down 

on others. Maybe one day, you will realize that you've made too many mistakes. " 

Chapter 2444 

Lin Luo leaned against Lin Zhan and urged him. "Father, take the Nine Revolutions Yang Restoration Pill 

and the Worriless Fruit. I don't know if these two items will be useful for your injuries."Lin Zhan looked 

at Lin Luo with a gentle expression. He smiled and said, "My precious daughter went through so much 

trouble to find these elixirs. They will definitely be useful."With the help of these two treasures, my 

injuries will be healed in no time. My cultivation will be back to normal!""That's great!"Lin Luo jumped 

in joy.To her, this was the best news!All these years, she had watched her father suffer from serious 

injuries and her mother worry about him day and night. She was very sad, but she didn't know how to 

help.Now, this problem was finally solved!Lin Lei was also surprised. Just Now, the unhappiness in his 

heart had disappeared.Compared to her father's health, those were nothing."Little sister, you have done 

a great job this time!"Lin Lei smiled and said, "I won't bully you anymore!""How dare you!"Lin Luo raised 

her chin proudly.Fairy Linglong smiled and said, "Alright, go out and play. Don't come in and disturb 

me.""Yes!"Lin Lei and Lin Luo realized that their father was about to enter seclusion to recuperate, so 

they quickly bowed and left. A series of cheerful laughter came from outside the bedroom.This kind of 



laughter hadn't appeared in the palace of the Warring States Kingdom for many years.Inside the 

bedroomFairy Linglong's smile gradually disappeared as she watched the two children leave.She turned 

to look at Lin Zhan. Her gaze was gentle, but she didn't say anything.Lin Zhan reached out and held Fairy 

Linglong's hand. He said softly, "You know?"Fairy Linglong nodded and said, "I know your injuries the 

best. The Nine Revolutions Yang Restoration Pill and the Worriless Fruit can't save you."Lin Zhan knew 

that he couldn't hide it from Fairy Linglong. He smiled and said, "Not necessarily. The Worriless Fruit can 

heal the Primordial Spirit. It can help me recover a little."If I'm lucky, I might be able to reach the Grotto-

Heaven Realm. It's naturally weaker than my peak condition."Fairy Linglong lowered her head and didn't 

say anything. Her eyes were slightly red.At his peak, Lin Zhan was a peerless Celestial King who had 

formed a Grotto-Heaven. Moreover, he was a peerless Celestial King! 

 

At his peak, Lin Zhan could rule a Celestial Kingdom. and was fearless.Now, even if he was lucky, he 

could only barely recover Celestial King.........The gap between them was like the difference between 

heaven and earth!What kind of torture was this huge difference to Lin Zhan's heart?.... and I. 

I................... also.. ........... and '.................."I."........................... ..................... '' ''t' '......"They don't know 

the inside story, so they won't dare to act rashly!"Lin Zhan nodded. However, there was still a hint of 

helplessness and bitterness in his eyes. He muttered softly, "I don't know how long I can keep this a 

secret …"...The news of the battle in Lang Feng City spread rapidly in the Nine Clouds Celestial Realm.In 

less than five days, the news had already spread throughout the Heaven Realm!Araki Takeshi became 

famous after the battle. It caused a huge commotion in the Nine Clouds Celestial Realm and the Pure 

Lands!Araki Takeshi's name had already spread throughout the Demon Region, so it was still relatively 

calm.However, when they heard that Araki Takeshi had gone to the Jade Cloud Celestial Realm alone 

and started a massacre, it caused countless Demon Cultivators to go crazy."Have you heard? A peerless 

Demon has been born in the Demon Region!""I know. This demon went through the 10th Heavenly 

Tribulation. He destroyed millions of Demon Soldiers and killed the Supreme True Demon. He barged 

into the Jade Cloud Celestial Realm alone and caused a ruckus at the Feast of Peaches. He killed 

thousands of Perfected Immortals and five Celestial City Lords. He even killed a Celestial King!""The Jade 

Cloud Celestial Realm....""Who dares? Behind Araki Takeshi is Emperor Bo Xun, who once dominated the 

Heaven Realm. Who dares to provoke him? "Almost all the major sects and forces in the Heaven Realm, 

Celestial Kingdoms and Celestial Cities, were discussing this matter.Divine Cloud Celestial Realm.In front 

of Mo Qing's cave abode, the Moonlight Sword Immortal held a communication jade slip in her hand 

and paced around nearby.After a long time, the door of the cave abode slowly opened. Mo Qing walked 

out with a calm expression and asked, "Senior Brother, why are you looking for me?""Something has 

happened in the Jade Cloud Celestial Realm!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal said.Mo Qing did not care 

about the Jade Cloud Celestial Realm at all. In recent years, she had gone to the Academy's 

Communication Pavilion to browse the news, but she only focused on the news of the Demon Realm. 

 

However, the Moonlight Sword Immortal continued, "The peerless Demon of the Demon Region, Araki 

Takeshi, has come out!""Hmm?"Mo Qing's expression changed. She tried her best to calm down and 

said calmly, "Let me take a look."The Moonlight Sword Immortal handed over the communication jade 

slip in her hand.Mo Qing placed it on her forehead and poured her Divine Sense into it.Not long after, 

she browsed through all the information that the Qiankun Academy had found in Lang Feng City.The 

information in the communication jade slip was not very detailed. It also did not describe the situation 

after Araki Takeshi left.However, Mo Qing found a detail in this communication jade slip.Junior Brother 



Su of the Academy was also in Lang Feng City at that time.In other words, Junior Brother Su was most 

likely at the scene and witnessed the battle with his own eyes!Mo Qing prepared to leave and go to the 

Inner Sect of the Academy to personally ask Su Zimo about this matter.The Moonlight Sword Immortal 

saw that Mo Qing took the communication jade slip and browsed it. After that, she did not say a word to 

her and was about to leave. She could not help but feel displeased.The Moonlight Sword Immortal 

frowned and said, "Junior Sister, where do you plan to go? This matter has caused a huge commotion in 

the Nine Clouds Celestial Realm. Master has already ordered you to try your best not to leave the 

Academy during this period. "Because of the battle in Lang Feng City, many forces in the Nine Clouds 

Celestial Realm felt a huge threat.Who could guarantee that the next time Araki Takeshi would not 

come to their door, kill them, and then turn around and leave?Some sects and forces even directly 

chose to seal their mountains and forbid their disciples from leaving. They were afraid that they would 

run into this peerless demon!Even a heaven-grade force like the Qiankun Academy began to send 

Immortal Kings to patrol around the Academy.Su Zimo did not know that Wu Dao's battle had not only 

made him famous, but also made the entire Nine Clouds Celestial Realm jittery."Senior Brother, do you 

have to care where I go? “Mo Qing asked in return.The Moonlight Sword Immortal smiled and said, 

"Junior Sister, you're exaggerating. When I heard about this, I rushed over immediately to remind you to 

be careful. " 

 

"After all, this peerless demon is incomparably ferocious and violent. He doesn't know how to be gentle 

with women."Mo Qing suddenly thought of something and actually smiled. She said softly, "It's okay. 

Senior Brother is in the Academy."Seeing Mo Qing's smile, the Moonlight Sword Immortal was 

stunned.Hearing Mo Qing's words, he also felt a wave of surprise and smiled.Mo Qing continued, "After 

all, that Araki Takeshi only has a reputation. If he dares to show up, Senior Brother will definitely cut off 

his facade and destroy his legend."After saying that, Mo Qing floated away.The smile on the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal's face froze. His face completely darkened.This was what he had said to Mo Qing back 

then.Now that he heard it, it was filled with great irony.Because now in the entire Nine Clouds Celestial 

Realm, and even the Heaven Realm, there was not a single True Immortal who dared to say such words 

to Araki Takeshi! 

Chapter 2445 

The Moonlight Sword Immortal looked in the direction Fairy Mo Qing had left with an ugly 

expression.Not long after, a cultivator rushed over.This person was also a core disciple named Xiao Li. 

After entering the core area, he had followed the Moonlight Sword Immortal and obeyed her 

orders."Where did she go?"The Moonlight Sword Immortal asked in a low voice.Xiao Li said, "I saw it 

with my own eyes. Senior Sister Mo Qing went to the inner sect of the academy and headed in the 

direction of Su Zimo's cave abode.""It's him again!"The Moonlight Sword Immortal frowned.Xiao Li was 

also confused. "As far as I know, this is the second time Senior Sister Mo Qing went to Su Zimo's cave 

abode. “The Moonlight Sword Immortal's face darkened and she did not say a word. No one knew what 

she was thinking.Xiao Li said, "Senior Sister Mo Qing has a quiet personality and does not like to interact 

with others. She has always been a loner. In the core area, I have never seen her go to anyone's cave 

abode. Why did she go to the inner sect of the academy twice to find Su Zimo?""I might be wrong."The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal suddenly said, "Because of the previous rumors, I subconsciously thought 

that there was something between Mo Qing and Yang Ruoxu.""But in these years, after Yang Ruoxu 

entered the True Self Realm and became a core disciple, he became very close to the Chi Hong Infanta 



of the inner sect of the academy. They almost announced that they were Dao companions."Xiao Li 

nodded. "It's impossible between Senior Sister Mo Qing and Yang Ruoxu. “The Moonlight Sword 

Immortal said, "I thought about it carefully just now. Actually, when Mo Qing appeared twice to save 

Yang Ruoxu, there was another person at the scene.""Su Zimo?"Xiao Li asked tentatively.The Moonlight 

Sword Immortal nodded and narrowed her eyes. "During the Immortal Sect selection thousands of years 

ago, for some reason, Mo Qing suddenly appeared and came to the Coiling Dragon Mountain Range to 

save Yang Ruoxu. But the cause of that conflict was Su Zimo! ""After that, in the outer sect of the 

academy, Yang Ruoxu was there and so were we. Mo Qing appeared again. And the cause of that 

conflict was Su Zimo! ""The person that Mo Qing saved these two times was Su Zimo!"Xiao Li frowned, 

"Senior Sister Mo Qing and Su Zimo? Senior Sister Mo Qing is a True First Stage Kongming Stage expert 

and one of the Four Great Fairies. That Su Zimo just stepped into the Sky Origin Stage not long ago, isn't 

the difference too big? " 

The Moonlight Sword Immortal snorted coldly and said, "Don't forget, Su Zimo had once reached the 

10th step of the Dao Heart Staircase. He was unprecedented and was even accepted as an in-name 

disciple by Master!""In terms of status, he's not much worse than us.""But how can this Su Zimo 

compare to you, Senior Brother?"Xiao Li still couldn't understand. He shook his head and said, 

"Cultivation base, status, fame, glory, connections … He has no advantage in any of these. The difference 

between him and Senior Brother is like the difference between heaven and earth!""Senior Sister Mo 

Qing isn't blind, why would she like that Su Zimo?"After hearing these words, the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal was a little shaken. She muttered, "What you said is very pertinent and not without reason. 

Compared to me, Su Zimo is indeed much worse."Xiao Li said, "Maybe there's nothing between Senior 

Sister Mo Qing and Su Zimo. Previously, there were many rumors about Senior Sister Mo Qing and Yang 

Ruoxu. Now that I look at it, aren't they all just rumors? ""Hmm … Maybe I'm being paranoid."The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal said thoughtfully, "But I keep feeling that I've seen Su Zimo somewhere 

before …"…Su Zimo brought Momo back to Qiankun Academy and went straight to his cave abode. He 

didn't show his face for a few days.Firstly, he had shown his face in Lang Feng City as a disciple of the 

academy. With such a big thing happening in the Jade Heaven Immortal Domain, he wanted to lie low 

and wait for the wind to blow.But after a few days of observation, he realized that his worries were 

completely unnecessary.Compared to Araki Takeshi of the Demon Domain appearing and going on a 

killing spree, no one cared about anything else.Even Lin Lei and his sister were not discussed, let alone 

him.Secondly, he and Momo had not seen each other for a long time and had a lot to talk about.Su Zimo 

planned to keep Momo by his side for the time being.He also wanted to instruct Momo on some things 

in case she encountered any trouble in Qiankun Academy.Normally, an inner sect disciple like him could 

choose hundreds of immortal servants in the academy.But he had too many secrets, and he couldn't 

completely trust the immortal servants he chose.Therefore, his cave abode had been very quiet all these 

years. He was the only one there, and all the trivial matters were handled by him. 

Now that Momo was by his side, it could save him a lot of trouble and make him feel more 

human.Thirdly, he had gained a lot from this trip to the Jade Heaven Immortal Domain.His cultivation 

had already risen to the level of a Stage Five Heavenly Immortal.In terms of treasures, he had obtained 

the Immortal Willow, the Bodhi Seed, the Great Purity Purple Cloud Talisman, and an Immortality Peach 

Seedling.In terms of cultivation techniques, he had obtained the Clear Jade Book and the Dusk Drum 

Dharmic Dao. All of these required a lot of time to cultivate and consolidate.Of course, his greatest gain 

from the Jade Heaven Immortal Domain was finding Momo.In the spirit garden in the cave abode, there 

were two more Carefree Trees besides the previous one.All these years, the Carefree Trees showed no 



signs of reviving.Su Zimo decided to plant the half of the Immortal Willow branch and the Immortality 

Peach Seedling he had obtained, and wait for the changes.In the past few days, Momo would come to 

take care of the three Immortal Trees when she had nothing to do.On the couch in the cave abode, Su 

Zimo held the Bodhi Seed in his hand and was browsing the Clear Jade Book. Suddenly, his heart skipped 

a beat as he heard a message from outside the cave abode."Senior Sister Mo Qing?"Su Zimo pondered 

for a while, then got up and went outside the cave abode to welcome Senior Sister Mo Qing in.If it were 

anyone else, Su Zimo would most likely ignore them.However, Senior Sister Mo Qing had saved him 

twice, and the two of them had gone through a lot in the Avici Hell.After Mo Qing sat down, she did not 

exchange pleasantries and took the initiative to say, "I heard about what happened in the Jade Heaven 

Immortal Domain. You were there at the time, right?""Ah …"Su Zimo was stunned.In the past few days, 

everyone in the academy had been discussing Araki Takeshi of the Demon Domain, and no one had 

cared about him at all. This was the first time someone had asked about this."Senior Sister suddenly 

asked this. Does she already have suspicions about Araki Takeshi and me?"Su Zimo's heart skipped a 

beat.After all, back in the Avici Hell, he and Wu Dao's original body were both present at the same time 

in Lang Feng City. It was indeed easy to make the connection. 

"Ha! It's also a coincidence. "Su Zimo laughed and said vaguely, "At that time, I happened to be in Lang 

Feng City. Who knew that Araki Takeshi would suddenly kill me? I heard that it was because one of his 

disciples was captured by the City Lord of Lang Feng City.""At that time, the battle was intense and 

chaotic. I did not have time to greet him."Mo Qing's expression was calm. She said, "The information I 

saw in the communication jade slip is not very detailed. Tell me about the situation at that 

time.""Hmm?"Su Zimo was confused.Senior Sister Mo Qing's expression did not seem to have any 

intention of suspecting him. Then why did she suddenly come over to ask about this?Su Zimo did not 

understand Mo Qing's thoughts. He could only roughly explain the ins and outs of the matter from a 

bystander's point of view.Fairy Mo Qing was listening attentively. Sometimes a flash of light flashed 

across her beautiful eyes, and sometimes a faint smile appeared on the corner of her mouth. 

Chapter 2446 

"Senior Sister smiled?"As Su Zimo narrated, he inadvertently glanced at Mo Qing's elegant face and was 

a little surprised.He blinked and looked directly at Mo Qing, who was sitting there with a calm 

expression. It was as if the smile on her face was just an illusion.Su Zimo didn't think too much about 

it.After all, there was nothing funny about the battle at Lang Feng City.What's more, Senior Sister Mo 

Qing was immersed in the Dao of Painting. She was indifferent and had few desires. She rarely got angry 

and rarely showed any joy.Why would she smile because of the battle at the Jade Firmament Immortal 

Domain?"I saw that the situation was not good, so I ran back in advance. Later, I heard that Araki 

Takeshi also escaped unscathed."Su Zimo let out a long breath and finally finished telling the story.Mo 

Qing lowered her head slightly and asked, "Did Araki Takeshi contact you after that?""No."Su Zimo 

shrugged slightly.He didn't lie about this. After Wu Dao's main body entered the Avici Hell, he didn't take 

the initiative to contact him.He had too many things to do and didn't have time to care about Wu Dao's 

main body.Mo Qing sat quietly and didn't say a word for a long time. No one knew what she was 

thinking.Su Zimo didn't want to chase Mo Qing out, so he could only sit by her side in confusion.After 

some time, Mo Qing suddenly turned her head and looked at Su Zimo. She asked hesitantly, "Junior 

Brother Su, do you know what Daoist Araki Takeshi looks like?"Su Zimo felt guilty and didn't know how 

to answer for a moment.After thinking about it, he could only pretend that he didn't know. It was easier 

to fool her.Su Zimo was about to casually say something, but he just happened to look up and meet Mo 



Qing's eyes.Her eyes were as clear as water, pure and moving. It was as if they were the most beautiful 

painting in the world.Looking into those eyes, Su Zimo couldn't bring himself to lie.He avoided Mo Qing's 

gaze and reached for a cup of fragrant tea beside him to conceal the fluctuations in his heart. He asked, 

"Senior Sister, why are you so curious about Araki Takeshi's appearance?"Mo Qing said, "I want to paint 

a portrait of him.""Cough cough!" 

 

Su Zimo had just taken a sip of tea. When he heard this, he instantly choked and his face turned red.Mo 

Qing's expression was calm and her tone was indifferent as she explained, "It's because fellow daoist 

Araki Takeshi once saved my life. I don't have anything to repay him, so I can only give him a painting to 

express my gratitude.""I see."Su Zimo calmed himself down and thought to himself, "Looks like I was 

thinking too much."Su Zimo coughed lightly and said, "Senior Sister, you can just give him any one of 

them. Every one of Senior Sister's paintings are treasures of the world.""How can that be?"Mo Qing 

shook her head and said seriously, "If it's just a painting, I naturally have to express my sincerity. How 

can I just casually give him a painting?"Su Zimo said, "Then Senior Sister can just paint another one. Why 

are you asking about Araki Takeshi's appearance?""I want to paint Araki Takeshi himself."Mo Qing 

blurted out."A portrait?"Su Zimo's eyes widened as he looked at Mo Qing with a face of astonishment. 

He subconsciously asked, "Senior Sister, you, you never paint portraits?"Speaking of this, Mo Qing 

slightly lowered her head and avoided Su Zimo's gaze. She said softly, "Because I obtained the Gods, 

Demons, Immortals, and Demons Diagram, I have a new understanding of the Dao of Painting. That's 

why I want to try painting a portrait."Su Zimo was stunned on the spot. His mind was in a mess.No 

matter how slow his reaction was, he now understood why Senior Sister Mo Qing came to his cave twice 

to ask about Wu Dao's true body."If you don't want to say it, then forget it. I'll go back first."Mo Qing 

suddenly stood up and walked out of the cave.Su Zimo also hurriedly stood up and sent Senior Sister Mo 

Qing out of the door.Su Zimo only heaved a sigh of relief after Senior Sister Mo Qing disappeared from 

his sight.But soon, he felt a headache.It can't be …What is this?For a moment, Su Zimo didn't know how 

to deal with this matter.Normally speaking, directly telling Mo Qing that he was Araki Takeshi would be 

the easiest way to solve this matter.If Senior Sister Mo Qing knew that he was Araki Takeshi, she most 

likely wouldn't like him and would immediately give up. 

 

But Wu Dao's true body was his secret and also his greatest trump card.He didn't want to expose it too 

early.After pondering for a long time, Su Zimo could only choose to temporarily delay.In any case, the 

Martial Dao Body and Mo Qing were far apart from each other. It was impossible for them to be 

together.In the future, he would cultivate in seclusion in the academy and avoid Senior Sister Mo 

Qing.After a long time, Senior Sister Mo Qing would probably forget about this matter.At this moment, 

Wu Dao's true body suddenly sensed something.Wu Dao's true body arrived in Avici and used the hellish 

creatures there. Not long after, he killed the Immortal King who had chased after him.Then, Wu Dao's 

true body didn't stay in Avici and directly returned to the Heaven Barren Sect.This time, Wu Dao's true 

body also gained a lot. Not only did he obtain an Immortal King's storage bag, but also thousands of Dao 

Fruits!Each Dao Fruit nurtured the Dao techniques of a True Immortal and was extremely precious.In the 

cultivation world, it would cause countless True Immortals to fight over it!And Wu Dao's true body in 

order to forge the true Wu Dao body and continue to comprehend Wu Dao's techniques, the number of 

Dao Fruits required was unimaginable!This time, Wu Dao's true body called Qinglian's true body for 

another important matter.1,000 years ago, the news of Feng Cantian entering the grotto-heaven and 

being conferred the title of Heaven's Wrath Immortal King had already spread to the Nine Heavens 



Immortal Realm.However, after such a long time, there was still no news of True Immortal Zangye and 

Feng Ziyi. The two of them also didn't rush to the Demon Territory to meet up with Feng Cantian.True 

Immortal Zangye was an old friend of Feng Cantian's from the Heaven Barren Sect. Feng Ziyi was Feng 

Cantian's granddaughter and his only family in this world.Feng Cantian missed her and even went to the 

Divine Firmament Immortal Realm to look for her.However, the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm was 

vast and boundless. If Feng Cantian looked for her bit by bit, it was tantamount to looking for a needle in 

a haystack.When he released his Immortal King Divine Sense to search, he quickly attracted the joint 

pursuit of several peerless Immortal Kings from the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom!Feng Cantian's grotto-

heaven had just been formed and was not a match for those Immortal Kings. Helpless, he could only 

return to the Demon Territory. 

 

Feng Cantian had many inconveniences in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm, so he wanted to ask 

Su Zimo, who was a disciple of the academy, to find out about True Immortal Zangye and Feng Ziyi.In 

front of the cave, Su Zimo was silent when he heard the news.This was indeed a big deal!Normally, if 

True Immortal Zangye and Feng Ziyi were still alive, they would definitely go to the Demon Territory 

after hearing that Feng Cantian had established a firm foothold in the Demon Territory.However, there 

was no news of them for 1,000 years.Su Zimo recalled something. When the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom 

had wanted to kill him, they had also launched a frenzied attack on the Sundered Night organization 

founded by True Immortal Zangye.The leader was Duke Yuanzuo.Even if True Immortal Zangye and Feng 

Ziyi were still alive, they would be in a very bad situation all these years!Currently, the only thing that 

could be deduced was that True Immortal Zangye and Feng Ziyi had not fallen into the hands of the 

Great Jin Celestial Kingdom.Otherwise, the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom would definitely use them to 

threaten Feng Cantian! 

Chapter 2447 

At the mention of Feng Ziyi, Su Zimo couldn't help but think of another person.Duke Yuanzuo!Back then, 

it was because of the Duke Yuanzuo's hunting party that he met Feng Ziyi and saved Feng Cantian.A 

thousand years ago, near the Grand Tie Wei Mountain, Duke Yuanzuo joined forces with the Flying 

Celestial Sect's Heaven Immortal, Pang Yi from the Pang Clan, Xie Tianhong from the Flaming Sun 

Celestial Kingdom, and Tang Peng from the academy to ambush him. In the end, they were defeated by 

the four Saint Souls awakened in the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron and suffered heavy losses.Pang Yi, 

Heaven Immortal Gui Yuan, Tang Peng, and the others all died!Xie Tianhong, True Immortal 

Mirrormoon, and True Immortal Yulong all died in the Avici Hell. Only Duke Yuanzuo escaped back to the 

Great Jin Celestial Kingdom.All these years, there was no news of Duke Yuanzuo. It was as if he had 

disappeared.Su Zimo joined the Qiankun Academy and was backed by one of the Four Major Celestial 

Sects. Even Zither Deity Mengyao didn't have a chance to act, so Duke Yuanzuo could only give 

up."Searching for True Immortal Zangye and Feng Ziyi alone is like looking for a needle in a haystack. I 

have to use the academy's power."With that thought, Su Zimo prepared to go to the inner sect and ask 

Yang Ruoxu what he should do.At that moment, an auspicious cloud came from afar, and three figures 

stood on it.Su Zimo looked up and couldn't help but smile.Yang Ruoxu and Princess Chi Hong were 

holding hands as they walked together.Beside them stood an eight or nine year old child. He wore a 

green robe and had a tender face. He looked very cute, but his eyes were a little mature. It was Liu 

Ping.The three of them were Su Zimo's only acquaintances in the Qiankun Academy. Yang Ruoxu was 

among them, so he didn't have to make a trip."Brother Su, how have you been?"Yang Ruoxu stood on 



the Auspicious Cloud and said with a smile on his face before he even got close.Princess Chi Hong and 

Liu Ping also waved in his direction and greeted him.Su Zimo smiled and said, "I learned from the 

Patriarch's teachings. I predicted that an old friend would visit me today, so I came out early to welcome 

you.""Hahaha!"Yang Ruoxu and the other two burst into laughter.In the blink of an eye, the three of 

them arrived. Su Zimo brought them back to the cave and sat down.It had been a thousand years since 

the last time the four of them met. 

 

Yang Ruoxu said, "I've wanted to look for you many times over the years, but I didn't disturb you when I 

saw that you were in seclusion.""I didn't expect you to go to the Jade Heaven Celestial Realm after 

coming out of seclusion and witness a great battle."Su Zimo shook his head and smiled bitterly. "It was a 

freak combination of factors.""Senior Brother, you, you, you …"Liu Ping seemed to have noticed 

something. His eyes widened as he pointed at Su Zimo and said, "You've already cultivated to the Fifth 

Stage of the Heavenly Immortal Realm?""Hmm?"Yang Ruoxu scanned with her Divine Consciousness 

and detected Su Zimo's cultivation base.As expected!"So strong!"Yang Ruoxu couldn't help but 

exclaim.Princess Chi Hong's face was filled with shock.During the 10,000 Year Meeting, the three of 

them had entered the Heavenly Origin Realm at almost the same time and joined the inner sect.Princess 

Chi Hong had been with Yang Ruoxu all these years and had slacked off in her cultivation. She had just 

entered the Second Stage of the Heavenly Origin Realm.After Liu Ping had taken over Su Zimo's body, he 

was reborn and had outstanding talent. He had been cultivating wholeheartedly and had only reached 

the peak of the Second Stage of the Heavenly Origin Realm!Su Zimo had already cultivated to the Fifth 

Stage of the Heavenly Immortal Realm!Only two thousand years had passed since the 10,000 Year 

Meeting.This cultivation speed had already exceeded common sense and the understanding of ordinary 

people!"Senior Brother Su, how did you cultivate?"Princess Chi Hong couldn't help but ask.Yang Ruoxu 

said, "In the Heavenly Origin Realm, it's not enough to cultivate in seclusion. There are too many 

bottlenecks. You have to go out and train frequently to have a chance to improve.""That's right."Su Zimo 

had a deep understanding of this.He could cultivate to the Fifth Stage of the Heavenly Immortal Realm 

in two thousand years mainly because of the trip to the Avici Hell and the trip to the Jade Heaven 

Celestial Realm.He had gained a lot from the two trips and it wasn't just reflected in the rapid 

improvement of his cultivation realm.At that moment, Momo walked out from the depths of the cave 

abode with a pot of fragrant tea that she had just brewed. She came before the four of them and filled 

their cups. 

 

In the battle of Lang Feng City, Wu Dao's main body had killed a lot of people and the battlefield was in 

chaos. No one noticed that Su Zimo had left with Momo.Therefore, he didn't ask Momo to 

hide."Eh?"Princess Chi Hong looked at the Dao child with clear eyes and was shocked. She asked, 

"Senior Brother Su, you've finally started to recruit immortal servants?"The three of them knew that Su 

Zimo's cave abode had never recruited outsiders.Previously, Liu Ping had even volunteered to help out 

in his cave abode and do some chores. However, Su Zimo didn't agree to it.Now that they saw a Dao 

child, the three of them were shocked.What was even stranger was that the aura of this dao child was 

extremely pure, clean and untainted by the mortal world.Princess Chi Hong couldn't help but reach out 

and pinch Momo's cheeks gently.Momo didn't avoid it and only smiled.Although he didn't know the 

three of them, he knew that Su Zimo definitely had a good relationship with Su Zimo when he saw how 

he welcomed them into his cave abode.He was naturally kind to the three of them."Senior Brother Su, 

where did you find this immortal servant? He's so obedient."Princess Chi Hong couldn't help but praise. 



She couldn't wait to hold Momo's tender cheeks in her hands and kiss them a few times.Momo had 

never killed anyone and was untainted by karma or blood. Any living being who saw him would have a 

good impression of him."He's not an immortal servant. He's an old friend of mine from the lower realm. 

He's now a Dao child by my side and his name is Momo."Su Zimo shook his head slightly and didn't 

explain further. Instead, he introduced Yang Ruoxu and the other two to Momo one by one.Momo 

bowed respectfully to Yang Ruoxu and the other two.This action seemed casual but it wasn't simple at 

all!What was the status of Yang Ruoxu and the other two?They were inner sect disciples and core 

disciples of the academy!If it was just an ordinary immortal servant, there was no need for Su Zimo to 

introduce Tao Yao to the three of them and introduce them to each other.This action meant that this 

Dao child had an extremely important position in Su Zimo's heart! 

 

Yang Ruoxu and the other two could think of this and didn't dare to delay. They hurriedly stood up and 

bowed back.Tao Yao smiled faintly and retreated.Liu Ping rolled his eyes and couldn't help but bring up 

the old matter. "Senior Brother Su, you've already made an exception and recruited someone. I'll move 

over and be a Dao child by your side."In fact, in Liu Ping's heart, Su Zimo wasn't just a Senior 

Brother.Back then, in the Nine Heavens of the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom, if not for Su Zimo's help, 

he would have died.In the end, not only did he survive, but he was also reborn and obtained an 

unimaginable great opportunity!In his heart, Su Zimo was more like a benefactor.That was the reason 

why he wanted to move over time and time again to help Su Zimo with his chores.In fact, Liu Ping didn't 

know that he had this tendency and consciousness not only because Su Zimo had given him a new life.It 

was also because Su Zimo's original body was the only creation in the world, Qinglian!All the plants in 

the world could not help but gather around the Green Lotus of Creation! 

Chapter 2448 

Even Su Zimo did not realize that.He was able to obtain the three top-grade immortal woods of the 

Heavenly Realm – the Carefree Wood, the Immortal Willow and the Immortal Peach Sapling. Although 

he went through a series of hardships and it was his fortuitous encounter, there was naturally fate 

behind it."Let's talk about this later."Su Zimo shook his head slightly and did not comment.Seeing that 

Su Zimo was unwilling to agree, Liu Ping had an idea and said, "I'm going to look for Momo. I'm not going 

to play with you adults anymore. It's boring!"With that, Liu Ping jogged and entered the backyard of the 

cave abode.Su Zimo did not stop him. However, he chatted with Yang Ruoxu and Princess Chi Hong 

while paying attention to the movements behind the cave abode.Although Liu Ping was not young, he 

was still a child and looked about the same age as Momo.There was no barrier between the two 

children when they were together.Liu Ping had been in the academy for a long time, so he picked some 

interesting things to tell Tao Yao.Momo was curious and gradually became familiar with Liu Ping.He was 

full of unknowns about the Qiankun Academy and the entire Upper Realm.Su Zimo could not help but 

find it funny when he saw that.He could naturally tell what Liu Ping was thinking. He was trying to get 

closer to Momo and find a way to stay here.Su Zimo sensed the smile on Momo's face and her eyes 

shone brightly. His heart softened and he was suddenly touched.He usually cultivated in seclusion and 

Momo was alone. Facing such a huge cave abode, she must have felt a little lonely.Back in Ping Yang 

Town, Momo still had the cute and kind neighbors in the town.However, in the Qiankun Academy of the 

Heavenly Realm, Momo did not know anyone other than him.In the future, when Momo walked around 

the academy and faced this unfamiliar environment with so many unfamiliar experts, she could not help 

but feel afraid and alienated.It would be a good choice to have someone of the same age as her in the 



academy by her side.Even if he was cultivating in seclusion, when the two children were free, they could 

chat together and keep each other company so that they wouldn't feel lonely."If Liu Ping insists on 

staying, then let him be."A thought flashed through Su Zimo's mind.Liu Ping, who was chatting happily 

with Momo, did not realize that it was Su Zimo's idea that completely changed his fate! 

This was the greatest fortuitous encounter of his life!Many years later, when that person reached the 

peak and reigned supreme over the world, the two Daoist children who often stood behind him would 

be revered and praised by countless future generations!…"Right."Su Zimo thought of something and 

asked, "Brother Yang, if we want to find two people in the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm, how do we 

use the power of the academy?""The most direct way is to post a bounty mission in the Academy."Yang 

Ruoxu said, "However, the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm is vast. Unless we have some clues, it will 

be extremely difficult to find them.""Moreover, this kind of mission will take a long time, and there 

might not be any results. There won't be many Academy disciples who will accept this mission."Su Zimo 

understood.In other words, if they wanted to find True Immortal Zangye and Feng Ziyi, the Heaven and 

Earth Academy might not be of much use.Yang Ruoxu glanced at Chi Hong beside him and said, 

"Actually, the three Great Celestial Kingdoms are better at finding people.""The three Great Celestial 

Kingdoms have a large number of Immortal Armies and many organizations that collect information. 

They have many eyes and ears. If they give the order, the huge Celestial Kingdoms will operate. Perhaps 

they will find something." “"Although I am the princess of the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom, I am 

always outside and don't have my own forces. However, I can tell Brother Qingcheng about this. "After 

pausing for a while, Chi Hong looked at Su Zimo and said, "Senior Brother Su, you know him too.""Of 

course, Princess Qingcheng."Su Zimo nodded slightly.When he participated in the 10,000-year Meeting 

in the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom's Royal City, he had saved Dragon Lake City's City Lord Xu Shi and 

his child Xu Xiaotian. Because of this, he had a conflict with the Xue Family, a large Immortal Dao clan, 

and formed a grudge.At that time, he was only an outer disciple of the Academy and couldn't make the 

decision to keep Xu Shi and Xu Xiaotian by his side.It was this Princess Qingcheng who took the initiative 

to keep Xu Shi and Xu Xiaotian by his side to prevent the Xue Family from taking revenge on 

them.Although this Princess Qingcheng's status in the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom was ordinary and 

she was just an ordinary princess, Su Zimo had a good impression of her."Brother Qingcheng doesn't 

rule over a territory, so his power is limited. However, he is always in the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom 

and has a group of people under him. He can help with this matter." 

"Thank you so much!"Su Zimo quickly got up and thanked Princess Chi Hong. He said in a low voice, 

"Regardless of the outcome of this matter, please thank Princess Qingcheng on my behalf."During this 

period, Su Zimo had gained some insights from cultivating the Clear Jade Manual. Although he couldn't 

control the Clear Jade Manual in his Sea of Consciousness, he could already try to communicate with the 

world in the Clear Jade Manual — Qingwei Sky.In Qingwei Sky, there was a huge palace built entirely 

with elemental holy rock. When it was taken apart, there were at least a few hundred million elemental 

holy rock!"There are a hundred million elemental holy rock in this storage bag. Help me give it to 

Princess Qingcheng."Su Zimo took out a hundred million elemental holy rock from Qingwei Sky and 

handed it over. "If you find the person, there will be another reward!""A hundred million elemental holy 

rock!"Yang Ruoxu and Princess Chi Hong were shocked.Even though Yang Ruoxu was a True Immortal, 

he couldn't take out so many elemental holy rock."That attack is too ferocious …"Yang Ruoxu looked at 

Su Zimo with a strange expression.Princess Chi Hong hurriedly waved her hand and said, "This, this is too 

much …""Princess Qingcheng commands her subordinates and issues bounties, so these elemental holy 

rock is indispensable."As Su Zimo spoke, he stuffed the storage bag into Princess Chi Hong's 



hands."Senior Brother Su, you haven't said who the two people you're looking for are?"Princess Chi 

Hong thought for a while and didn't decline. She accepted the hundred million elemental holy rock and 

asked again.Su Zimo asked, "Can Ye, have you heard of it?""I have. It originated from an assassin 

organization in the Great Jin Celestial Nation. However, it has been surrounded by the Executioner 

Guards, and there aren't many left."Yang Ruoxu said, "I heard that the founder of Can Ye is an old friend 

of Feng Can Tian."Su Zimo nodded and said, "The two people I'm looking for are the leader of Can Ye. 

He's a True Immortal, but his lifespan is nearing its end. His Daoist name is Buried Night. The other is 

Feng Ziyi, a young woman."After a pause, Su Zimo continued, "As for what characteristics they have, it's 

hard to say. With their abilities, it's easy for them to hide their tracks and disguise themselves. " 

"So, even if we use the power of the Celestial Nation, we might not be able to find them."Princess Chi 

Hong stood up and said, "I'll return to the Flaming Sun Celestial Nation and tell Brother Qingcheng about 

this personally. No matter what, I'll do my best.""I'll accompany her back. If there's any news, we'll 

inform you immediately."Yang Ruoxu also stood up and bid farewell."Thank you, both of you."Su Zimo 

bowed again and thanked them. 

Chapter 2449 

Yang Ruoxu and Princess Chi Hong stood up and left. Liu Ping, who was chatting with Momo at the back 

of the cave abode, naturally sensed it.However, he wanted to stay here and pretended not to know.Su 

Zimo smiled and ignored him.After pondering for a while, Su Zimo came to the table, took out a white 

letter, and wrote a letter solemnly.Then, he took out a storage bag containing 100 million pieces of 

elemental spirit stones and placed the letter inside, sealing it with his divine sense."Momo, Liu Ping."Su 

Zimo called out.When the two Dao children came closer, Su Zimo handed the storage bag to Liu Ping 

and said, "Bring Momo to the academy's Teleportation Hall and familiarize yourself with the 

surroundings.""After reaching the Teleportation Hall, head to the Zi Xuan Celestial Kingdom immediately 

and personally hand this storage bag to Princess Yunzhu."Momo was extremely unfamiliar with the 

Divine Firmament Celestial Realm and naturally could not complete this task.However, she could also 

familiarize herself with the surroundings by following Liu Ping around.Momo nodded in confusion.Liu 

Ping, on the other hand, was overjoyed and beamed.He knew that Su Zimo's arrangement meant that 

he had accepted him!"This is simple. I just need to send a letter. Senior Brother, don't worry!"Liu Ping 

stretched out his small hand and patted his chest loudly as he spoke with confidence.The content of the 

letter was naturally to ask Yunzhu for help in finding True Immortal Zangye and Feng Ziyi.However, Su 

Zimo still could not let go of asking Princess Qingcheng.Among the three Celestial Kingdoms, the Great 

Jin Celestial Kingdom was incompatible with him and naturally could not be counted on.Apart from the 

Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom, there was only the Zi Xuan Celestial Kingdom left.Yunzhu was the 

princess of the Zi Xuan Celestial Kingdom. Moreover, as one of the four fairies, her status in the Celestial 

Kingdom was much higher than that of the Princess Qingcheng!If Yunzhu could use the power of the Zi 

Xuan Celestial Kingdom, the chances of finding Feng Ziyi and True Immortal Zangye would be much 

higher.If it was just a simple message, there was no need to go through so much trouble.However, Su 

Zimo had also prepared 100 million elemental holy stones. If he wanted to send these elemental holy 

stones and letters to Yunzhu, he could only rely on people to deliver them."Princess Yunzhu, Yunzhu 

…"Liu Ping pulled Momo and was about to leave when he suddenly stopped. He frowned and muttered, 

"Why does this name sound so familiar?" 

 

Su Zimo said, "She was also called the Book Immortal.""Ah!"Liu Ping was shocked. "No wonder, no 



wonder!""Who is the Book Immortal? Is he famous?"Momo blinked and asked."It's too famous, it's like 

thunder in my ears!"Liu Ping said, "There are four great fairies in the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm, 

and they are all famous in the entire Heaven Domain. Countless prodigies and monsters are pursuing 

them, and there are even more who secretly admire them.""One of the four fairies is the Book 

Immortal!""Oh yes, one of the true disciples of our Heaven and Earth Academy is also one of the four 

great fairies. She's the Painting Immortal... I'll tell you more about these things on the 

way.""Okay."Momo nodded, her eyes shining with interest.Liu Ping seemed to have thought of 

something and suddenly felt a little troubled. He said, "Senior Brother, I just realized what kind of 

person Yunzhu is. She's not someone we can meet casually.""Not to mention handing this storage bag to 

her personally. This..."Liu Ping was right. The four great fairies were very famous, and they were all top 

experts among the Perfected Immortals. How could they be casually met by unknown people like 

them?Su Zimo said casually, "It's fine. When you reach the Zi Xuan Celestial Kingdom, if someone really 

stops you, just mention my name.""Ah?"Liu Ping was stunned for a moment, but he quickly reacted. He 

mysteriously moved in front of Su Zimo and asked excitedly, "Senior Brother, have you already hooked 

up with Book Immortal Yunzhu?""Scram!"Su Zimo glared at him in annoyance and hollered.Liu Ping did 

not dare to say anything more. He quickly pulled Momo and ran out of the cave abode.When the two of 

them were a little further away, Liu Ping then said to Momo, "Senior Brother was a little angry just now. 

I guess he's chasing after Book Immortal Yunzhu.""However, I don't think there's a chance!"Liu Ping 

pursed his lips and said, "You don't know. Senior Brother is not on good terms with one of the Book 

Immortal's younger brothers. They're always at each other's throats. Why would the Book Immortal 

agree to Senior Brother?""The two of us might be chased out by others."Liu Ping brought Momo to the 

academy's Teleportation Hall. Occasionally, when they passed by some buildings in the academy, he 

would introduce them to Momo. 

 

The distance from Su Zimo's cave abode to the academy's Teleportation Hall was at most 15 

minutes.The two of them dilly-dallied and walked for more than four hours.After arriving at the 

academy's Teleportation Hall, Liu Ping and Momo activated the Teleportation Portal and headed directly 

to the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom.Not long after, the two of them arrived at the Teleportation Portal of 

the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom.After finding the guards around the Teleportation Portal, Liu Ping flashed 

his sect badge and explained his intentions to the guard."You want to see Princess Yunzhu?"The guard 

had a strange expression. He sized up the two children, Liu Ping and Momo, and felt that it was a little 

ridiculous.Who was Princess Yunzhu?The Book Immortal of the four great fairies. How could they meet 

her so easily?Not to mention outsiders, even guards like them did not have the chance to see her face!If 

not for the fact that Liu Ping and Momo were from the Qiankun Academy and that they looked 

harmless, the guard would have chased them away long ago."Follow me."The guard brought the two of 

them to a large hall and said, "You two wait here. I'll go and ."The guard had just walked out of the hall 

when he saw a young man passing by not far away.That person bowed hurriedly and said with an 

excited expression, "Greetings, Duke Yunting!"Duke Yunting and Princess Yunzhu were the pride of the 

Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom.Every single cultivator of the Zi Xuan Immortal Kingdom had deep respect for 

the two of them.Yun Ting glanced at that person and nodded slightly.Thereafter, as though he sensed 

something, his gaze shifted and landed on Momo who was in the hall."Hmm?"Yun Ting narrowed his 

eyes and thought to himself, "What a pure and clean aura!""Who are those people inside?"Yun Ting 

asked."ing to the Duke."The guard said hurriedly, "These two children are from the Qiankun Academy. 

They said that they want to see Princess Yunzhu and have something to hand to her 



personally!""Oh?"Yun Ting moved and entered the hall directly, looking at Liu Ping and Momo.Yun Ting 

stepped into the main hall, bringing with him an extremely strong pressure! 

 

It was as though there was a sharp edge everywhere in the hall and the atmosphere was oppressive!Liu 

Ping and Momo were a little uneasy and stood up instinctively."What is it? Hand it to me directly."Yun 

Ting raised his head slightly and said indifferently, "I'll bring it to my sister. The two of you can return 

directly."( 

Chapter 2450 

"Oh no, oh no!"Liu Ping's face was pale as he sent a message to Momo. "We are so unlucky to meet 

Senior Brother's nemesis!"Liu Ping had originally planned to follow Su Zimo's instructions and mention 

his name when the situation was not good.But now, Liu Ping did not dare to mention Su Zimo's name 

after meeting Yunting County Prince.If Commandery Prince Yunting knew that they were sent by Su 

Zimo, he would have crippled them with a single strike of his sword!Liu Ping was about to remind Momo 

when Momo said, "My friend, my Young Master asked us to hand the item to Princess Yunzhu 

personally."Liu Ping's heart skipped a beat.Momo did not know Yunting's background, but he knew how 

terrifying Yunting was!Yunting could be said to be the best sword cultivator among the younger 

generation in the Nine Heavens Immortal Domain or even the Heaven Domain!Sword Dao was the 

ultimate killer!His achievements in sword Dao made him a decisive killer. Who would dare to provoke or 

disobey him?Yunting raised his eyebrows slightly as a sharp light gathered in his eyes. He stared at 

Momo and said slowly, "Do you think you can meet my sister?"Tao Yao looked at Yun Ting with a serious 

expression, not backing down at all.Yunting looked impatient and said coldly, "I'll say it again. Either you 

hand the item to me or I'll send you on your way!""My Young Master is Su Zimo."Momo seemed to have 

thought of something and said again."Oh no!"Liu Ping looked sad and sorrowful as he waited for the 

disaster to come."Su Zimo?"Unexpectedly, Yun Ting frowned when he heard those three words. The 

sharpness in his eyes gradually dissipated, and the pressure that had enveloped the two of them also 

disappeared.Indeed, Yun Ting viewed Su Zimo as a lifelong enemy. However, he wanted to fight Su Zimo 

fair and square to see who was better.Back then, Yunting went to the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom 

and challenged Su Zimo. Outsiders thought that they were at loggerheads with each other.But in reality, 

there was no deep hatred between the two of them.In the depths of Yun Ting's heart, he respected Su 

Zimo greatly."Why did he give Elder Sister something?"Yun Ting was confused, but he did not make 

things difficult for Momo and Liu Ping. He said, "The two of you, follow me." 

 

"He's actually alright?"Liu Ping broke out in cold sweat, only to realize that it was just a false 

alarm.Momo's face was still calm. He was not aware of the danger he had just experienced. He only 

thought that he must complete the task Su Zimo entrusted to him.Yun Ting and Momo had a smooth 

journey, and no one dared to stop them. It didn't take long for them to arrive at the palace's library and 

enter a room in the library."Sis?"Standing at the door, Yun Ting knocked and called out softly."Come 

in."A gentle voice came from behind the door.Yun Ting entered the room with Momo.There was a 

woman in plain clothes sitting on a bamboo chair in the room. She held an ancient book in her hand and 

carefully read it without raising her head.Liu Ping looked at the woman curiously.Was this the Book 

Immortal?The woman in plain clothes had her head lowered and her features could not be seen clearly. 

However, she exuded a unique aura that was intoxicating."What's the matter?"Yun Zhu did not raise her 

head, as though Yun Ting's appearance was not as important as the ancient book in her hands.Yun Ting 



said, "Two Dao children from Heaven and Earth Academy came looking for you. They said that Su Zimo 

has something and wants them to hand it to you personally.""Hmm?"Yun Zhu raised her head and 

looked in the direction of Momo and Liu Ping.Liu Ping's heart was instantly filled with amazement, but 

he quickly calmed himself down.Yun Zhu swept her gaze across Liu Ping and landed on Momo's face. She 

paused for a moment and seemed to be deep in thought."What is it? Hand it over."Yun Zhu smiled 

gently.Liu Ping hurried forward and handed over the storage bag that Su Zimo handed to him.Yun Ting 

was a little surprised and asked, "Sis, you know Su Zimo?""Of course."Yun Zhu said as she took over the 

storage bag.Yun Ting was confused. "Sis, you usually live in seclusion. How would he have the chance to 

know you?"Yun Zhu smiled without saying anything. With a surge of her spirit consciousness, she 

removed the restriction on the storage bag and opened it to take a look. 

 

A hundred million Essence Spirit Stones did not move Yun Zhu at all.With a calm expression, she took 

out the letter inside and browsed through it.When Yun Ting saw that his sister did not reply and instead 

took out a letter to read, he was even more curious. He could not help but lean over and ask, "Sis, 

what's written here?""Move aside!"Yun Zhu waved her sleeves gently and pushed Yun Ting far away."I 

don't know what's written that's so shameful that you won't even let me read it!" Yun Ting harrumphed 

to express his displeasure but did not dare to go forward.After reading the letter, Yun Zhu put it away 

and took out a blank letter. She picked up the brush beside her and began writing seriously.There 

seemed to be an invisible barrier around Yun Zhu.Even if Yun Ting released his spirit consciousness, he 

could not probe it and naturally could not see what Yun Zhu wrote on the letter.As Yun Zhu wrote the 

letter, she would occasionally stop and ponder.After a while, she looked up at Momo and asked 

casually, "What's your name? You don't seem to be from the academy, right?"Momo said, "I'm Momo. 

I've just started following my master and haven't joined Heaven and Earth Academy yet."A hint of a 

smile appeared in Yun Zhu's eyes but it quickly disappeared. She asked again, "How's your master doing 

recently?""Pretty good."Momo answered honestly.Yun Ting raised his brows and asked, "What's his 

cultivation realm?"Momo said, "Level 5 Heavenly Immortal.""Oh?"Yun Ting was slightly surprised and 

nodded. "Not bad. He's not slow."At this time, Yunzhu had already finished writing this letter. She 

placed it into the 100 million spirit essence stones storage bag and sealed it away.Yunzhu waved her 

hand at Taoyao and said, "Take this storage pouch back and personally hand it over to your Young 

Master.""Alright."Momo replied obediently.Yun Zhu removed a green identity token from her waist and 

handed it to Momo. She said gently, "Take this identity token. If your master has any requests for you in 

the future, bring this identity token and come see me directly.""Thank you, Region Lord."Momo did not 

decline and thanked her.Liu Ping's eyes widened and his jaw almost dropped to the ground. 

 

What did that mean?Could there be … something between Senior Brother Su and the Book 

Immortal?Yun Ting could not help but shout, "Sister, how can you give away your personal identity 

token so casually!"Yun Zhu ignored him and merely looked at Momo with a gentle expression.Momo 

was about to keep the green identity token in her storage bag when Yun Zhu shook her head with a 

smile. She pointed to Momo's empty waist and said, "Hang it outside. This identity token doesn't look 

ugly, right?""Yes, it does look pretty."Momo nodded vigorously and tied the identity token to her 

waist."You guys can go back."Yun Zhu said, "My words are all in the letter."Momo and Liu Ping took 

their leave.Yun Ting was confused and was about to go forward to ask about it when Yun Zhu waved her 

hand and chased Yun Ting out of the room.With a bang, the door was closed."She's my sister! She's 

turning her back on me! "Yun Ting lamented before leaving resentfully. 



 


